Conduct
Surveillance
Human-Centric Risk Analytics
Crises and scandals have intensified regulatory standards throughout the financial services
industry. Compliance and front office control leaders know that alert-centric strategies are
inadequate and wasteful for mitigating conduct risk. Only a combined analysis of behaviors,
intentions and emotions is sufficiently precise to ensure that institutions can reliably satisfy the
combined scrutiny of Dodd-Frank, MAR, and MiFID II.
The challenge is meeting these demands now that the era of escalating compliance spending is
over. The world’s leading financial institutions – including half of the top 10 investment banks –
use Conduct Surveillance to advance a human-centric approach to conduct risk mitigation and
to supervise their ethical policies.

The Behavior-Intention Gap
Regulated institutions are expected to monitor “the intention behind trading and the
knowledge of the person at the point at which they trade.” Our latest technology combines
analytics of behaviors, intentions, and emotions, delivering human-centric insights that enable
our clients to bridge the behavior-intention gap.
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*European Securities & Markets Authority, ESMA35-43-349, 18 December 2017.
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Enabling the 3 Lines of Defense

Proven Results
Significant Noise Reduction
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Proactive escalations of known risks
Mitigation of previously unidentified risks

5x Increase in violations caught

Reduce costs and increase efficiency
Analyze all communications including audio
Accumulate insights into 360° employee profiles
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Bring insights to the wider business

Hit Rates 30% to 75%
DR Hit Rate Low
Legacy Hit Rate
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